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1. Introduction

Microfabrication has been making remarkable progress with the growth of Si LSI (Large Scale Integrated Circuit) technology.\(^1\) Currently, Microfabrication is a cornerstone to develop higher performance devices not only of Si LSI having higher packing density and higher operating speed, but also of GaAs IC, superconducting devices, optical IC, surface acoustic devices and so on, for various fields of electronics particularly for computer or communication.

As the man-made feature-size is decreasing to less than 10 \(\text{nm}^2\) which is nearing lattice constant of solids, new high speed devices have been proposed utilizing the small size. One of the interesting new device is the ballistic electron device\(^6\) using the ballistic motion of electron in a shorter path than the electron mean-free-path in a semiconductor. Another important example of the new devices is based on the quantum size effect in a semiconductor.\(^7\) Though these future devices have attractive features, the feasibility depends on the progress of microfabrication.

Looking back the trends of microfabrication to reduce the feature size, some breakthroughs existed. Optical lithography\(^1\) has been a main and powerful tool in microfabrication technology because of its simplicity and its high productivity. Due to diffraction effect, however, 1 \(\mu\text{m}\) is the practical limit of optical lithography. New approaches to break the micron limit is
called submicron lithography which includes electron-beam lithography, ion-beam lithography, deep UV lithography, x-ray lithography and various ion etching techniques, which are summarized in Fig. 1.1. Electron-beam lithography has now become the most important tool for the submicron lithography, as it can generate arbitrary patterns and it has inherently high resolution as small as 10 nm.\(^2,5\) But electron scattering effect both in the resist and in the substrate severely limits the minimization of the pattern to about 0.2 \(\mu\)m with a practical electron-beam-lithography system.\(^8\) An excellent way to reduce the scattering effect is to adopt a thin substrate with less than 100 nm thickness, thin resist and higher electron energy than 20 keV.\(^9,10\) But as it is rather a sophisticated technique to use a thin substrate, it is difficult to be applied to all fields of submicron lithography. Though electron beam lithography system with high electron energy of 30-50 keV is useful,\(^10\) it cannot overcome the scattering effect completely.

Recently, an interest for focused-type scanning ion-beam lithography has been stimulated by researches on high intensity scanning ion-probe\(^11\) and ion-beam exposure of resist materials.\(^12\) Ion-beam lithography is expected to exhibit high resolution with less than 100 nm which is a practical limit with a conventional electron-beam-lithography system. The high resolution of ion-beam lithography can be inferred from small lateral range of the incident ions and secondary electrons. But detailed research on ion-beam lithography has not been performed and is strongly desired now.
It should be pointed out that utility of ion beam as a tool for lithography is not only the high resolution but its wide applicability to direct engraving or doping processes without intermediate masking processes\(^{13}\) as well as to the exposure of resists. For the above mentioned reason, ion-bombardment-enhanced chemical-etching is a promising technique as direct etching process with submicron resolution.

In the present study, researches on ion-beam lithography including ion-beam exposure of resists and ion-bombardment-enhanced chemical-etching have been performed to confirm its utility for nanometer lithography.

Chapter 2 describes characteristics of proton-beam exposed PMMA, FPM and AZ1350 resists with a conventional ion implanter. The deposited energy distribution in a resist and the developed profile of a resist is studied in detail for PMMA as a standard resist. The resolution is investigated by replicating Au free-standing mask-patterns to the resists.

Chapter 3 treats the ion-bombardment-enhanced chemical-etching of Si and SiO\(_2\) with a conventional ion implanter. The etched profile of Si is investigated in detail with an accuracy of 10 nm.

Chapter 4 is on an application of the Au free-standing mask to a diffraction grating for x-ray spectroscopy. Fabrication of successful Au transmission-gratings and calculation of the diffraction efficiency are described.

Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions of the present study.
Throughout the present thesis, the following abbreviations are used. That is Ion-Beam Lithography (IBL), Electron-Beam Lithography (EBL), Ion-Beam Exposure of Resists (IBER) and Ion-Bombardment-Enhanced Chemical-Etching (IBECE).

Fig. 1-1. Microfabrication processes with submicron resolution.
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2. Ion Beam Exposure of Resist (IBER)

2-1. Introduction

IBL is a technique similar to EBL as illustrated in Fig. 2-1, only substituting ion beam for electron beam in principle. But the substitution provides the excellent high-resolution feature of IBL, because the lateral spread of deposited energy in a resist is negligibly small compared with that of EBL due to small lateral spread of ions and small range of secondary electrons ejected from the substrate atoms, as illustrated in Fig. 2-2. Currently, researches both on ion-beam exposed resists1-12) and on scanning IBL system13-18) have been independently investigated.

Fig. 2-1. Illustration of the mechanism to obtain a pattern in a positive resist by IBER.
Fig. 2-2. Schematic comparison of IBER with EBL. The deposited energy contour is shown by a dotted curve.

The current problems for IBER are summarized as followed.

(i) To develop a reliable system for scanning focused IBL.
(ii) To study the exposure characteristics of resists and optimum conditions for pattern fabrication.
(iii) To determine the ion distribution in a resist due to the ion scattering effect, in order to investigate the pattern profile and the resolution.
To investigate the damage in a substrate induced by the ion bombardment.

In the present study, the problems (ii) and (iii) have been taken to be solved using proton as the exposing ion and PMMA (poly methyl methacrylate), FPM (poly tetrafluoropropyl methacrylate)¹⁹) and AZ1350 as ion-beam resists.

The reason to select proton as the exposing ion is that the ion range is relatively deep to obtain high aspect-ratio patterns at a moderate ion energy, and that analysis of the deposited energy distribution in a resist is simple and hence understanding of essence of IBER is easier, as is discussed in section 2-3-3.

In the following section of this chapter, PMMA has been used mainly as a standard resist to study IBER in detail, regarding the deposited energy in the resist (in section 2-3), and the replicated pattern and the resolution with Au mask (in section 2-4). The exposure characteristics of FPM and AZ1350 resists are described in section 2-5. Section 2-6 studies statistical problems of the impinging ions.

2-2. Experimental Procedure

A conventional ion-implanter as shown in Fig. 2-3. was used to expose resists with 50 keV proton beam. The ion-beam exposing conditions are summarized in Table 2-1. Resists were spin-coated on a Si wafer, and baked before the ion bombardment. The thickness of the resist film was 0.34-0.45 μm for pattern fabrication and about 1 μm for measurements of the exposed
Fig. 2.3. Schematic diagram of ion implanter.

Table 2-1. Ion-beam exposure conditions with an ion implanter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ION</th>
<th>H⁺</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC. VOL.</td>
<td>50 kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOSE</td>
<td>$8 \times 10^{-8} - 5 \times 10^{-6}$ C/cm$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOSE RATE</td>
<td>3 - 14 nA/cm$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESIST</td>
<td>PMMA, FPM, AZ1350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
thickness. Prebaking conditions of resists were 170° C, 110 min for PMMA, 170° C, 30 min for FPM and 90° C, 10 min for AZ1350. The resist after proton beam irradiation were developed by a mixed solution of MIBK and IPA at a temperature of 23-25°C for PMMA and FPM, and by the AZ1350 developer for AZ1350. Developed thickness of the resist was measured with a interference microscope. Comparison of IBER with IBL was performed with a EBL system (JEOL JBX-5B) as the block diagram is shown in Fig. 2-4.

Fig. 2-4. Block diagram of electron beam exposure system.
Sensitivity and γ-value\textsuperscript{20) were determined by a exposure curve of resist, as defined in Fig. 2-5. The fabricated patterns were observed with a scanning electron microscope (JEOL JSM35) whose resolution is 7 nm.

Au masks were fabricated with the EBL system (JEOL JBX-5B) and an ion-beam etching system (Elionics ISM-S) as shown in Fig. 2-6.

The operation of the EBL system is based on the vector scanning with a round spot of 50 nm diameter. A accelerating voltage and a typical current of the electron beam are 20 kV and 0.01 - 5 nA, respectively.

The ion-beam etching system was operated with a accelerating voltage of 500 V and an ion-beam current of 0.2 - 0.4 mA/cm\textsuperscript{2}.

Fig. 2-5. Definition of sensitivity and γ-value for a positive resist.
2-3. Exposure Characteristics of PMMA Resist

2-3-1. Introduction

In this section, exposure characteristics of PMMA are shown, including the sensitivity and the $\gamma$-value. And the deposited energy distribution in PMMA resist is calculated to compare with measured developed depth as a function of developing time.
2-3-2. Developed Depth

Fig. 2-7. Exposure characteristics of PMMA resist by 50 keV proton beam for some developing conditions together with that by 20 keV electron beam.

Figure 2-7 shows the exposure characteristics of PMMA by 50 keV proton beam for three kinds of developer together with that by 20 keV electron beam. It can be seen that sensitivity of PMMA
The resist is $2 \times 10^{-6}$ C/cm$^2$ and is 70 times higher for 50 keV proton beam than that for 20 keV electron beam for a developing condition of MIBK:IPA = 1:3.

It should be noted that the sensitivity defined as that in Fig. 2-4 is not inherent one to the resist itself and changes by altering the ion-beam conditions such as kind of ion or ion energy which have no relation to the resist itself. The sensitivity is a practically important parameter which is a minimum dose required for full development of the resist down to the substrate surface. So the high sensitivity should be considered low ion-dose for fabricating patterns.

The higher sensitivity by about two order of magnitude for IBER than for EBL is understandable from the difference of the deposited energy density in a resist.\textsuperscript{2} This is inferred from the fact that the ion range is shorter than the electron range by about two order of magnitude for the condition in Fig. 2-5, as illustrated in Fig. 2-2. Currently conventional EBL systems adopt the electron energy of 20 keV. Although lower energy of electron beam than 20 keV makes the sensitivity higher for the electron beam, lateral spread of energy density deposited in a resist becomes too large to fabricate submicron patterns because of the electron scattering effect.\textsuperscript{20} It can be concluded that IBER is a very effective means to obtain fine patterns in a resist because confinement of the incident ions in an irradiated part of a resist is good both in the lateral and the depth direction, and almost all the initial ion-energy is consumed in the resist to exposed the resist.
The $\gamma$-value (as defined in Fig. 2-4) corresponding to the slope of the characteristic curve in Fig. 2-5 is 3.3 for a developer of MIBK:IPA = 1:3, and 3.0 for that of both MIBK:IPA = 1:1 and MIBK, and is not so low as 4.7 for 20 keV electron beam. The $\gamma$-value influences accuracy of the replicated patterns after development. The $\gamma$-value for IBER in Fig. 2-5 is relatively high to achieve submicron patterns considering the case for EBL.20)

Developed thickness of PMMA as a function of developing

![Graph of PMMA resist thickness removed vs. developing time after irradiation of 50 keV proton beam for a developer of MIBK:IPA = 1:1.](image)

Fig. 2-8. PMMA resist thickness removed vs. developing time after irradiation of 50 keV proton beam for a developer of MIBK:IPA = 1:1.
Fig. 2-9. PMMA resist thickness removed vs. developing time after irradiation of 50 keV proton beam for a developer of MIBK.

Time after proton-beam irradiation is shown using a developer of MIBK:IPA = 1:1 in Fig. 2-8 and using a developer of MIBK in Fig. 2-9. The developed thickness saturates after an developing time long enough. Because the initial thickness of PMMA is 1 µm and is sufficiently thick to stop almost all ions in the resist. It can be seen from Fig. 2-8 and 2-9 that 0.7 µm-deep patterns can be fabricated in PMMA resist with 50 keV proton beam. The ion range and characteristics of the proton-beam exposed PMMA are considered in detail in section 2-3-3 using Fig. 2-8.
The etched profile in a resist by IBER is important for its applications to devices. What defines the etched profile is a latent image of the deposited energy in a resist exposed by ion-beam and dissolution characteristics of the resist for the developer used.

Dissolution characteristics of resists\(^{21-25}\) have been investigated for electron-beam exposure together with the deposited energy distribution\(^{26}\). Particularly, Monte Carlo simulation\(^{27-31}\) of the deposited energy distribution for EBL was successfully adopted to simulate the observed undercutting profile in a resist\(^{20}\) due to the electron scattering effect both in the resist and in the substrate. Monte Carlo simulation\(^{32}\) have been applied to the proximity-effect correction\(^{33}\) which is inevitable for EBL in VLSI production.

As for IBER, however, reliable theory has not been established to calculate the ion range or the deposited energy distribution for both a light ion such as proton and a light-mass target such as polymer resist, because of few experiments to be compared. Though preliminary calculations have been carried out for the deposited energy distribution in a resist exposed by ion beam\(^{2,4}\), thorough comparison between the calculations and the experiments is required for IBER.

In this section, A new simple approach with holding sufficient accuracy is proposed in order to calculate one dimensional distribution of the deposited energy in depth
direction.\textsuperscript{34}) Comparison of the calculated distribution with experiments for PMMA is also presented using dissolution characteristics of PMMA.

The energy loss process of incident ions in a resist is divided into two components of electronic and nuclear collision,\textsuperscript{35}) while only electronic energy loss is to be considered in EBL.\textsuperscript{20}) But, for light ion such as proton, electronic excitation is the dominant energy loss process, though the nuclear collision cannot be neglected completely around the ion path where the ion has too low energy to penetrate further.\textsuperscript{2,4)} In the present calculation, the energy loss by nuclear collision has been neglected.

Stopping power $S(E)$ for an ion possessing energy $E$ which depends on depth $z$ is defined as

$$\frac{\partial E(z,r)}{\partial z} = -S(E(z,r)),$$

(2.1)

where $r$ is a depth at which the ion stop to penetrate. The number of ion $N(r)$ in the resist is approximately given by Gaussian distribution as

$$N(r) = \frac{D}{\sqrt{2\pi}\Delta R} \cdot \exp\left[-\frac{1}{2} \left(\frac{r-R}{\Delta R}\right)^2\right],$$

(2.2)

where $D$ is ion dose and $R$ and $\Delta R$ are parameters of the average projected ion range and the standard deviation of the projected ion range, respectively. The values of $R$ and $\Delta R$ are assumed to be given in the present analysis, and are to be verified by
comparing the calculated results with experiments.

Usual meaning of the stopping power is average stopping power for many ions penetrating down to various depths and feeling various stopping power. In the present analysis, for an ion, a stopping power $S(E)$ through which the ion loses the possessing energy is assumed to be given by proportionate to the average stopping power $\bar{S}(E)$ as

$$S(E) = k \cdot \bar{S}(E),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-3)

where $k$ is constant for all $E$ but depends on $r$.

Total ion range is given by integration of $1/S(E)$ as is derived from eq. (2-1). As the total range is nearly equal to projected ion range for proton with an ion energy of around 50 keV,\(^4\) $r$ is calculated by integrating eq. (2-1). Boundary conditions for ion energy $E$ are given by

$$E(0,r) = E_0,$$ \hspace{1cm} (2-4)

$$E(r,r) = \varepsilon,$$ \hspace{1cm} (2-5)

where $\varepsilon$ is to be zero theoretically but is taken to be 1 keV in the following calculation because the available stopping power at such a low ion energy is not reliable and the resultant ion range would not change practically by the neglect of the lower energy ion.

Using eqs. (2-4), (2-5), integration of eq. (2-1) from $\varepsilon$ to
E yields

\[
[1 - (z/r)] = \frac{1}{R_t} \cdot \int \frac{E}{\bar{S}(E)} \frac{dE}{E}, \tag{2-6}
\]

where \( R_t \) is total ion range calculated from the average stopping power as

\[
R_t = \int \frac{E_0}{\epsilon} \frac{dE}{\bar{S}(E)}, \tag{2-7}
\]

and \( k \) as defined in eq. (2-3) is represented by \( R_t \) as

\[
k = \frac{R_t}{r}. \tag{2-8}
\]

Ion energy \( E(z,r) \) at a depth \( z \) can be calculated by the eq. (2-6). Hence deposited energy distribution \( P(z) \) in the resist is calculated by integrating \( S(E(z,r)) \) using the weight function of \( N(r) \) in eq. (2-2),

\[
P(z) = \int_0^\infty S(E(z,r)) \cdot N(r) \, dr
= \int_0^{(R_t/r) \cdot \bar{S}(E(z,r))} \, dr. \tag{2-9}
\]

In the following part of this section, the deposited energy distribution in PMMA resist exposed by 50 keV proton-beam is calculated by using above mentioned equations.

Fig. 2-10 shows the calculated stopping power \( \bar{S}(E) \) by interpolation of data\(^{36} \) using average atomic number of 3.6 for
Fig. 2-10. Calculated electronic stopping power for proton beam in PMMA resist.
PMMA. Using the $\tilde{S}(E)$ and eq. (2-7), $R_t$ was calculated to be 653 nm. Ion energy $E(z,r)$ is calculated numerically using eq. (2-6) as shown in Fig. 2-11, where the depth $z$ is normalized by the $R_t$. The resultant distribution of the deposited energy $P(z)$ are shown in Fig. 2-12, calculated from eq. (2-9) for some ion doses using $R$ of 650 nm and $\Delta R$ of 30 nm.

![Graph showing the energy of a proton penetrating in PMMA resist with an initial energy of 50 keV.](image)

Fig. 2-11. Calculated Energy of proton penetrating in PMMA resist with an initial energy of 50 keV.
Fig. 2-12. Calculated distribution of deposited energy density in PMMA resist.
Verification of the present analysis of deposited energy distribution is carried out by comparing the experiment shown in Fig. 2-8, using dissolution characteristics of PMMA.\textsuperscript{2,22) Dissolution rate $V$ of a resist is represented as\textsuperscript{22)}

$$V = V_0 + B\left(\frac{1}{M_n} + \frac{S_e \cdot G_e}{\rho \cdot N_A \cdot 10^4}\right)^A,$$

(2-10)

where $V_0$ : dissolution rate for the unexposed resist,

$M_n$ : initial number-average molecular weight,

$S_e$ : electronic stopping power,

$G_e$ : G-value for chain scission of the resist caused by electronic excitation,

$\rho$ : density of the resist

$N_A$ : Avogadro's number.

And the values of $A$ and $B$ are to be determined experimentally.

Using parameters $\rho = 1.2 \text{ g/cm}$, $M_n = 125000$, $G_e = 1.7$,\textsuperscript{2) and $V_0 = 0$, and using $S_e$ in Fig. 2-12, the dissolution rate in Fig. 2-8 is accurately predicted as shown in Fig. 2-13, where parameters of $A$ and $B$ were found to be 2.8 and 5.0$\times$10$^{10}$ nm/sec. The agreement of the calculation and the experiment in Fig. 2-13 is good with an accuracy less than 30 nm, which verifies that the present calculation is very useful method in spite of its simple treatment. Moreover, the ion range and the standard deviation of ion range of 650 nm and 30 nm, respectively, assumed in the present calculation are shown to be accurate values.

The electronic stopping power is approximately proportionate to square root of ion energy.\textsuperscript{36) If so, total ion range is
Fig. 2-13. Comparison of calculated developed depth with experiment.

shown to be proportionate to square root of ion energy solving eq. (2-7), which is nearly equal to the developed depth after the saturation as can be seen in Fig. 2-13. The square root dependance of ion range on the proton energy are confirmed in Fig. 2-14.
Fig. 2-14. Saturated etched depth $d$ of PMMA as a function of ion energy $E$.

2-4. Pattern Replication in PMMA resist with Au Mask

2-4-1. Introduction

In this section, resolution of IBER has been investigated by replicating Au free-standing mask in PMMA resist. Some masks
for ion beam replication have been proposed using \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \), \( \text{Si} \) film and polyimide membrane as the supporting material under the mask patterns. But ion scattering effect in the supporting film limits their applicability. For simple patterns such as line patterns or grating patterns, the Au free-standing mask is useful to investigate replicated pattern profiles as well as to utilize the replicated patterns, though arbitrary patterns cannot be fabricated. The fabrication process for the Au free-standing mask is described in 2-4-2. And the replication of the mask to PMMA resist is presented in 2-4-3.

2-4-2. Fabrication of Au mask

![Normalized resist thickness removed vs. Au thickness](image)

Fig. 2-15. Developed depth of PMMA after proton beam irradiation through Au film.
Au is suitable mask material to stop ions because of its high mass number and its ease for fabrication processes. Exposure characteristics of PMMA under Au film was measured to determine the necessary thickness of the Au mask to be able to form patterns as shown in Fig. 2-15. It can be seen that with an ion dose of $2 \times 10^{-6}$ C/cm$^2$, the developed thickness decreased to $1/10$ of the initial thickness of PMMA, if the Au film of 50 nm thickness exist on the PMMA. From Fig. 2-15, the very thin

![Pattern profile of PMMA under Au mask edge.](image)

*Fig. 2-16. Pattern profile of PMMA under Au mask edge.*
Au-film thicker than 50 nm can be inferred to make a high contrast patterns in PMMA. Fig. 2-16 shows pattern profile of PMMA under Au mask edge estimated from the characteristics in Fig. 2-15. Under even an edge-angle of 30°, steep edge of PMMA pattern can be obtained.

Fig. 2-17. Schematic process fabricating Au free-standing mask for ion beam replication.
Au free-standing-mask of 0.2-0.4 μm thickness was used for the replication of patterns. The Au mask with supporting rim of Si was fabricated by chemical etching of a part of Si substrate under the Au patterns after completing the Au patterns, as shown schematically in Fig. 2-17.

![Graph showing etching rate of Au, PMMA, and Cr for 500 V Ar beam.]

**Fig. 2-18.** Etching rate of Au, PMMA and Cr for 500 V Ar beam.
The Au pattern were fabricated by Ar ion-beam etching or lift off. Figure 2-18 shows etching rate of Au, PMMA and Cr for 500 V Ar ion-beam as a function of the incident beam angle. It is found that etched depth of PMMA increases nonlinearly with etching time after an etching time, as shown in Fig. 2-19. In Fig. 2-19, the etching rate of PMMA is proportionate to etching time until 5 min, but after 5 min the surface of the PMMA resist is found to be deformed like blister due to thermal effect. Therefore, longer etching than 10 min using PMMA mask by the present condition yields very rough edges which is applied to investigate resolution for IBER in the following experiments.
Figure 2-20 are photographs of Au free-standing masks etched by Ar ion beam using PMMA pattern as the etching mask. The PMMA pattern were fabricated by EBL. In Fig. 2-20, the edge of 0.4 μm thick Au pattern is roughened because of longer etching time than 10 min, while 0.14 μm thick Au pattern has smooth edge.

Fig. 2-20. Top view of Au free-standing masks.
Fig. 2-21. (a) Schematic arrangement of Au mask and wafer and SEM photographs of (b) Au mask (0.4 μm thick) and (c) the replicated PMMA pattern with a dose of $2 \times 10^{-6}$ C/cm$^2$. 
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As shown schematically in Fig. 2-21 (a), mask and wafer were in contact with each other during ion irradiation. Figure 2-22 (b) and (c) is SEM photographs of top views of Au mask-pattern and the replicated PMMA pattern, respectively. The thickness of Au pattern is 0.4 \( \mu m \) and is sufficient for the transfer of the pattern with high contrast as is expected from Fig. 2-15. Fine structures of less than 0.1 \( \mu m \) (around 50 nm) at the rough edge of the Au line-pattern was accurately transferred to PMMA and high resolution of this method was confirmed. Figure 2-22 also shows a replicated PMMA pattern which is viewed obliquely to see the side wall of the pattern. The vertical edge of the pattern indicates the scattering of incident ions has small effect on the replicated PMMA pattern.

![SEM photograph of replicated PMMA pattern using Au mask with rough edge. The sample is tilted to see the side wall. The ion dose was 2x10^{-6} C/cm^2.](image-url)
Fig. 2-23. Cross section of the replicated PMMA pattern.

The PMMA thickness is thicker than the ion range.
The ion dose was $2 \times 10^{-6}$ C/cm$^2$.

Figure 2-23 shows a cross section of PMMA pattern which is thick enough to stop all of the incident ions in the resist. Round edges near the groove are seen in the figure, because forward scattering of the ions in the resist cannot be neglected near the end of the ion path. In order to achieve accurate replication, the resist thickness must be taken to be less than about 70%, judging from Fig. 2-23.

Figure 2-24 compares SEM photographs of the replicated PMMA patterns on Si and Au on Si substrates. The small effect of back scattering of ions in ion beam lithography is clearly seen in the figure. The PMMA line by electron beam lithography is wider on Au on Si than on Si substrates (Fig. 2-24 (a)), while the difference in ion beam lithography is not observed in the photograph (Fig. 2-24 (b)).
Fig. 2-24. Comparison of PMMA pattern width on Si and Au on Si substrates between (a) electron and (b) ion beam lithography.
2-5. Exposure characteristics of FPM and AZ1350 resists

2-5-1. Introduction

As mentioned in this chapter, IBL is a promising technique to achieve high resolution pattern in resist. On the other hand, very fine patterns in PMMA have been fabricated with a pattern width of 17.5 nm\textsuperscript{37}) and 16 nm\textsuperscript{38}) by means of x-ray and electron beam lithography, respectively. These high resolution patterns depend on the excellent property of PMMA which is believed to possess the highest resolution among all resists. Almost all patterns thus far reported having less than 0.1 μm width have been formed in PMMA. By IBL, however, we can expect to fabricate fine lines in a resists other than PMMA with less than 0.1 μm width, utilizing high sensitivity and/or high resistance to dry etching of the resists. This is because the deposited energy spread around the exposed area is little in IBL unlike EBL.

In this section fabrication of fine lines with around or less than 0.1 μm width in FPM (section 2-5-2\textsuperscript{10}) and AZ1350 (section 2-5-3\textsuperscript{9}) resists is described, as well as the exposure characteristics of the resists such as sensitivity and -value for 50 kev proton beam. The aim of this section is to investigate a possibility to apply various resists other than PMMA to nanometer-lithography by means of IBL.

2-5-2. FPM Resist
Fig. 2-25. Exposure characteristics of FPM by 50 keV proton beam with a developer of MIBK:IPA = 1:4.

Table 2-2. Sensitivity and γ-value of FPM, PMMA and AZ1350 exposed by 50 keV proton beam.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>resist</th>
<th>developer</th>
<th>developing time (min)</th>
<th>sensitivity (C/cm²)</th>
<th>γ-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FPM</td>
<td>MIBK:IPA = 1:4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.0x10⁻⁷</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIBK:IPA = 1:4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.2x10⁻⁷</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIBK:IPA = 1:4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.6x10⁻⁷</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIBK:IPA = 1:6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.0x10⁻⁶</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMA</td>
<td>MIBK:IPA = 1:0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.0x10⁻⁷</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIBK:IPA = 1:1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5x10⁻⁶</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MIBK:IPA = 1:3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.0x10⁻⁶</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ1350</td>
<td>AZ devel.</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.2x10⁻⁶</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
First, we measured exposure characteristics of FPM by 50 keV proton beam. The results are shown in Fig. 2-25. The sensitivity and the $\gamma$-value of FPM are listed in Table 2-2, together with values for PMMA and AZ1350 for comparison. The characteristics of electron-beam exposed FPM were studied at the Ibaraki Electrical Communication Laboratory of NTT. Comparing with the data, the sensitivity of ion beam exposed FPM is 32, 21 and 8.5 times higher than that of electron-beam exposed FPM for developing time of 2, 4 and 7 min, respectively. The $\gamma$-value of both electron and ion beam exposed FPM are almost same. The change of the sensitivity of FPM by varying developing time is different between in ion and electron beam exposure. Longer developing time makes the sensitivity increase larger in EBL than in IBER as seen in Table 2-2. This might be due to the larger amount of deposited energy in a resist near the substrate than near the surface because of back scattering effect in EBL.

Another feature evident in Table 2-2 is a slight increase of the $\gamma$-value for a weaker developer. This feature is the same as that of PMMA in IBER.8)

Though the very high sensitivity of FPM has been demonstrated in Table 2-2, this does not necessarily lead to achievement of very fine patterns at the dose in Table 2-2. In the case of EBL, sensitivity of a pattern depends on the pattern width due to intraproximity effect. In the present study we attempted to replicate a Au pattern with less than 0.1 µm width in FPM using the process in Fig. 2-26. The Au pattern were formed directly on FPM film using photolithography and oblique
evaporation of Au. The thickness of the obliquely evaporated gold film was 0.15 μm.

Fig. 2-26. Schematic procedure to fabricate fine lines of FPM by IBER using oblique evaporation technique.
Fig. 2-27. SEM photograph of an FPM pattern with AZ1350 with a dose of $3 \times 10^{-7}$ C/cm$^2$, and SEM photograph of Au pattern by lift off using the FPM pattern.
Figure 2-27 (a) is an SEM photograph showing an 80 nm-wide line in FPM with AZ1350 and Au mask after proton beam exposure and development. Figure 2-27 (b) is an SEM photograph of 40 nm-thick Au line after liftoff using the pattern in Fig. 2-27 (a). It is verified that the resolution of 0.2 μm for FPM by conventional EBL is limited by lateral spread of the incident electrons and secondary electrons in the resist, not by the inherent resolution of the resist itself. Because of the small lateral range of the incident ions and secondary electrons in IBER,\(^5\) we have achieved 80 nm-wide lines of FPM resist, though the \(\gamma\)-value is not so high (2.3). Therefore, we can expect to fabricate fine lines with less than 0.1 μm width of various resists other than PMMA to utilize the high sensitivity and/or the high resistance to dry etching of the resists.

Figure 2-28 shows a comparison of dissolution characteristics of FPM between on Si substrate and on Au on Si substrate. No difference has been found between the two substrates in Fig. 2-28. This implies that both back-scattered ions and secondary electrons ejected from the substrate atoms does not affect practically the dissolution characteristics of FPM in IBER. We can expect fine lines like that in Fig. 2-27 on many substrate, because Au has a relatively high level of back scattering ions or secondary electrons among usually adopted substrate materials.
2-5-3. AZ1350 Resist

Exposure characteristics of AZ1350 resist by 50 keV proton beam are shown in Fig. 2-29. We can see the sensitivity of AZ1350 is almost same as that of PMMA. Dissolution characteristics of AZ1350 shows no difference between on Au on Si and on Si (in Fig. 2-30), as was seen for FPM in Fig. 2-28. We can also see time lag at the beginning of the development for AZ1350 in Fig. 2-30 unlike FPM or PMMA.

Fig. 2-28. Dissolution characteristics of proton beam exposed FPM on two kinds of substrates.
Fig. 2-29. Exposure characteristics of AZ1350 by 50 keV proton beam together with that by 20 keV electron.

Fig. 2-30. Dissolution characteristics of proton beam exposed AZ1350 on two kinds of substrates.
Figure 2-31 is a schematic procedure used to fabricate AZ1350 pattern by ion beam exposure. Holographic exposure and Ar ion beam etching were adopted to obtain Au grating pattern as a mask on AZ1350 resist. Period of the grating pattern was 0.82 m. Figure 2-32 (a) and 2-32 (b) are SEM photographs of the Au pattern on AZ1350 resist and the replicated AZ1350 pattern without Au mask, made by the process in Fig.2-31. As the samples used in Fig. 2-32 (a) and (b) are not same, the pattern width appeared in the two photographs are not same. We have obtained 0.3-0.4 m wide lines of AZ1350. We can see same magnitude of the edge roughness between the lines in Fig. 2-33 (a) and (b). This imply accurate replication of Au mask pattern to the underlaying resist. We can expect even finer lines of AZ1350. Though we can achieve 0.1 m wide lines of AZ1350 by holographic exposure, cross section of the resist pattern is sinusoidal shape. Therefore, rectangular shape pattern with around 0.1 m width by IBER would be a very useful mask for dry etching of the substrate.
1) resist coating

- AZ1350
- Au 0.13 μm
- AZ1350 5000 rpm (0.32 μm)
- Si-sub.

2) holographic exp. (He-Cd laser 3250 Å)

3) Ar ion beam etching

4) ion beam exp. (50 kV H⁺) + development

5) Au etching

Fig. 2-31. Schematic procedure to fabricate fine AZ1350 pattern.

Fig. 2-32. (a) SEM photograph of Au mask on AZ1350 made by holographic exposure. (b) SEM photograph of the replicated AZ1350 pattern.
Fig. 2-33. Average area per ion as a function of ion dose. Sensitivity of three resists for 50 keV proton are shown by the arrows.

Figure 2-33 shows a relationship between ion dose and the corresponding average area per ion, together with sensitivities for three resists.

For a resist having both high sensitivity and resolution, we should consider the shot noise effect\(^5\) caused by impinging
ions. The shot noise effect may affect the exposure of FPM resist in a pattern width around 10 nm, because a dose of \(3 \times 10^{-7}\) C/cm corresponds to 7.3 nm/proton on average per incident ion.

Figure 2-34 shows estimated probability of underexposure which is defined as less than 60% of the required dose for the development, as a function of the resolution unit of the resist.

Taking the shot noise effect into consideration, the FPM resist would be appropriate for a pattern size near 0.1 \(\mu\)m using scanning ion-beam lithography in order to make good use of the high sensitivity.

![Graph showing probability of under-exposure as a function of resolution unit](image)

**Fig. 2-34.** Probability of under-exposure for a resolution unit as a function of the resolution unit. The under exposure is assumed to be 60% of the sensitivity.
2-7. Conclusions

In this section, results for IBER are summarized.

50 keV proton beam were used to investigate IBER characteristics for PMMA, FPM and AZ1350 resists with an ion implanter.

As for PMMA, the developed depth after proton irradiation was studied in detail. Simple means to calculate the deposited energy profile in the resist was developed using the stopping power and the ion range. Comparing the calculation and experiments, the projected ion range and the standard deviation of the ion range was determined to be 650 nm and 30 nm respectively.

Au free-standing mask was fabricated to demonstrate high resolution of IBER. Fine structures at the edge of the mask pattern was successfully replicated in PMMA accurately with a low dose of $2 \times 10^{-6} \text{C/cm}^2$.

IBER for FPM and AZ1350 resists was investigated with regard to its application to nanometer lithography. 80 nm wide FPM pattern and 0.3 μm wide AZ1350 pattern were achieved by the replication of Au pattern. The FPM pattern was made with a very low dose of $3 \times 10^{-7} \text{C/cm}^2$. FPM would be appropriate to be used in a pattern size near 0.1 μm with scanning ion-beam lithography, to
make good use of the high sensitivity. AZ1350 would be suitable for a pattern mask to dry etching in a pattern size near 0.1 μm.

In conclusion, excellent features of high sensitivity and high resolution of TBER for fabricating nanometer-structures has been confirmed.
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3. Ion-Bombardment-Enhanced Chemical-Etching (IBECE)

3-1. Introduction

In microfabrication technology various methods have been investigated by which fine patterns with submicrometer dimension can be fabricated. Among them, IBECE is a technique in which an ion-bombarded region on a material is removed by means of enhanced chemical etching as illustrated in Fig. 3-1. After some

![Diagram of IBECE process]

Fig. 3-1. Illustration of IBECE of Si using HF as the etchant.
preliminary experiments,\textsuperscript{1,2)\textsuperscript{1}} Gibbons et al.\textsuperscript{3)\textsuperscript{1}} investigated IBECE in detail and suggested its usefulness as a microfabrication technique. Since then, some fruitful results have been achieved by using this technique which has the advantages of a high level of control for etched depth and is applicable to various kinds of materials.\textsuperscript{4-7)\textsuperscript{1}}

By this technique a high resolution of less than 0.1 \textmu m is expected. In the work so far reported, however, the emphasis has been on the enhanced etching effect rather than on the fine patterning. The pattern width in the previously reported studies was more than a few \textmu m. It is important to prove the inherent high resolution of IBECE by fabricating a submicron pattern and investigating the amount of side etching under the mask.

Moreover, direct engraving of submicron patterns using IBECE without mask is an attractive process which would be realized with focused type IBL system.

In this chapter basic characteristics of IBECE for Si\textsuperscript{9,10)\textsuperscript{1} (in the section 3-3) and SiO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{10)\textsuperscript{1} (in the section 3-5) using HF solution as the chemical etchant have been studied to demonstrate the above-mentioned advantages of IBECE as a means for nanometer lithography. Particularly for Si, The etched profile under a mask is investigated in detail with 10 nm accuracy\textsuperscript{11)\textsuperscript{1} in the section 3-4. The resolution of IBECE is also discussed in the section 3-4.

3-2. Experimental Procedure
Table 3-1, IBECE condition for Si.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ION</th>
<th>Ar⁺</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC. VOL.</td>
<td>60 kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOSE</td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{-5} - 8.0 \times 10^{-4}$ C/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOSE RATE</td>
<td>0.3 - 1.0 μA/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBSTRATE</td>
<td>n-type (100) face Si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETCHANT</td>
<td>diluted HF 4.7 %, R.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETCHING TIME</td>
<td>3 - 5 h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3-2. Schematic process for fabricating patterns by IBECE.
Si and SiO₂ were etched by IBECE using 60 keV Ar ion as the bombarding ion with an ion implanter (in Fig. 2-3) and using HF solution as the etchant.

Table 3-1 summarizes the etching condition for Si. For SiO₂, the same conditions were employed except 0.47 % HF as the etchant and less than 30 min for the etching time.

Figure 3-2 shows the schematic procedure used in this experiment for the fabrication of fine patterns in n-type Si wafers of (100) face and in fused quartz. PMMA patterns (0.37 μm thick) were prepared by electron beam lithography (in Fig. 2-4) and were transferred to 0.12 - 0.17 μm thick Cr film by the lift-off technique. In the case of SiO₂, 20 nm thick Au were coated on the surface of PMMA to avoid charging during the electron beam irradiation, and were etched before the development. Samples were bombarded by 60 keV Ar ions and were tilted 5-10° from the direction of the incident Ar beam in order to avoid the channeling effect, and were partially covered for measurements of the etched depth. Ion-bombarded Si and SiO₂ was etched by a diluted HF solution. An interference microscope and a scanning electron microscope (SEM) were used to measure the etched depth and the etched pattern, respectively.

3-3. IBECE characteristics of Si

The etched depth is shown in Fig. 3-3 as a function of HF concentration. The etched depth shows the maximum by using 4.7 % HF solution which was used hereby throughout the present...
Fig. 3-3. Etched depth of Si by IBECE as a function of HF concentration.

The etched depth is shown in Fig. 3-3 as a function of the etching time. It is very important that the etched depth saturates after a sufficiently long etching time in IBECE. The saturated etched depth is mainly determined by the damaged thickness in the substrate and is hardly affected by the chemical etching condition in contrast with the usual chemical etching technique. However, the temperature of the etchant in IBECE alters the etching time for saturation and also slightly changes the saturated etched depth.5,6) By using a proper etchant which
Fig. 3-4. Etched depth of Si as a function of etching time.
hardly etches the unbombarded region, the ratio of etching rates between the bombarded and unbombarded regions in Si can be several hundred. Diluted HF was found to be a suitable etchant of Si for the lithographic use of IBECE, in which the etching rate of unbombarded Si was 0.2 - 0.5 nm/h and that of ion-bombarded Si was 0.1 μm/h (in Fig. 3-4).

The saturation phenomenon of the etched depth in Fig. 3-4 indicates the existence of a threshold corresponding to the transition from crystal to amorphous or heavily damaged state due to ion bombardment. Existence of the threshold is of great importance because the threshold value defines the etched surface profile. The damaged layer thickness in an ion-bombarded Si substrate can be evaluated as an energy density deposited in the Si substrate by means of nuclear collision between bombarding ions and substrate atoms.

Figure 3-5 shows depth profiles of deposited energy in Si with some doses of 60 keV Ar calculated by LSS theory. It is assumed that the enhanced etching occurs above a certain threshold energy. By taking a value of $4 \times 10^{23}$ eV/cm$^3$ as the threshold, the etched depth is calculated to be 95 nm at a dose of $5 \times 10^{14}$ Ar/cm$^2$, 104 nm at a dose of $1 \times 10^{15}$ Ar/cm$^2$ and 110 nm at a dose of $2 \times 10^{15}$ Ar/cm$^2$, and these are compared with the experimental results as shown in Fig. 3-6. The result verifies the existence of the threshold and the high level of control of etched depth by varying the ion dose with an experimental error of 10 nm in the dose range of $2 \times 10^{14}$ to $5 \times 10^{15}$ Ar/cm$^2$. 
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Fig. 3-5. Calculated depth profile of deposited energy in Si bombarded by 60 keV Ar.
Fig. 3-6. Etched depth of Si as a function of ion dose.
The threshold energy density of the transition from crystalline to amorphous layer in Si is $5 \times 10^{23} \text{ eV/cm}^3$ which closely corresponds to the assumed threshold value in Fig. 3-5. The threshold deposited energy is influenced by several experimental factors. For example, temperature rise of Si substrate at a high dose rate during ion bombardment might increase the threshold value. This, however, occurs only at very high dose rates, and at a dose rate of less than $1 \times 10^{13}/\text{cm}^2 \text{s}$ which was used in these experiments, the etched depth was independent of dose rate. The obtained value of the threshold energy density in this experiment enable calculation of the etched surface profile of Si which is very important for device application and for estimating the side etching.

3-4. Pattern Profile of Si

3-4-1. Introduction

As mentioned in the previous section, by taking a value of $4 \times 10^{23} \text{ eV/cm}^3$ as the threshold, the change in etched depth as a function of the ion dose was estimated from a calculation of the depth profile of the deposited energy density in Si to an accuracy of 10 nm.

It is very important to investigate the resolution of IBECE and the etched profile under a mask pattern for the application of IBECE to nanometer lithography.
In the present section, the lateral spread of damage induced by bombarding ions is calculated (in the section 3-4-2) as well as the depth profile. The calculated profile is compared with observed one in the section 3-4-3. And the sections 3-4-4 and 3-4-5 describe the optimum condition and resolution for IBECE.

3-4-2. Calculation of Etched Profile

As mentioned in the previous section, by taking a value of $4 \times 10^{23}$ eV/cm$^3$ as the threshold, the change in etched depth as a function of the ion dose was estimated from a calculation of the depth profile of the deposited energy density in Si to an accuracy of 10 nm.

In this section, the etched profile was calculated assuming that the mask has a vertical edge and sufficient thickness to stop the incident ions using a coordinate illustrated in Fig. 3-7.

Though the standard deviation of lateral damage-spread changes with depth from the surface in a rigorous treatment, a constant value of 27.0 nm was used in the calculation.

Fig. 3-7. Coordinate for Calculating deposited energy distribution under a mask.
At a point \((x,y,z)\) in the Si substrate, the deposited energy density is represented by

\[
N_d(x,y,z) = \iint D(u,v) \cdot A(z) \cdot \exp\left(-\frac{u^2+v^2}{2L_d^2}\right) \, du \, dv, \tag{3-1}
\]

\(N_d(x,y,z)\): deposited energy density by nuclear collision (eV/cm\(^3\))

\(A(z)\): depth profile of deposited energy density per electron (eV/cm\(^3\))

\(L_d\): standard deviation of lateral spread of deposited energy density (cm)

\(D(x,y)\): surface distribution of incident ion-dose (cm\(^{-2}\)).

In the following part of this section, \(N_d(x,y,z)\) is calculated using three kinds of \(D(x,y)\).

a) uniform dose:

If the dose distribution is uniform,

\[
D(x,y) = D_0 : \text{constant,} \tag{3-2}
\]

and \(N_d(x,y,z)\) is simply given by

\[
N_d(x,y,z) = 2\cdot L_d^2 \cdot D_0 \cdot A(z) \equiv P(z), \tag{3-3}
\]

where \(P(z)\) is calculated from LSS theory by using a modified Gaussian function.\(^{12}\)

b) under a thick mask with a vertical edge:

If
\[ D(x,y) = D_0, \quad x \leq 0 \]
\[ = 0, \quad x > 0 \]  

then \( N_d \) is calculated to be \( 15) \)

\[ N_d(x,y,z) = P(z) \cdot \text{erfc}(\frac{x}{L_d}), \]  

(3-5)

where

\[ \text{erfc}(t) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{t}^{\infty} \exp(-\frac{w^2}{2}) \, dw. \]  

(3-6)

c) focused ion-beam with Gaussian edge-profile

If

\[ D(x,y) = D_0, \quad x \leq 0 \]
\[ = D_0 \exp(-\frac{x^2}{2\sigma^2}), \quad x > 0 \]  

(3-7)

then

\[ N_d(x,y,z) = P(z) \cdot \text{erf}(\frac{x}{L_d}) + \frac{P(z)}{\sqrt{1+\kappa^2}} \]
\[ \cdot x \exp(-\frac{x^2}{2(1+\kappa^2)}) \cdot \text{erfc}(\frac{x}{L_d \sqrt{1+\kappa^2}}), \]  

(3-8)

where

\[ \kappa \equiv \frac{L_d}{\sigma}. \]
3-4-3. Observed Etched Profile

Figure 3-8 shows calculated profiles of Si by IBECE at a pattern edge using eq. (3-5). The etched profile has a unique feature, i.e. a bending profile at the surface is presented corresponding to the fact that the lateral spread of damage by incident ions is a maximum at a certain depth from the surface. The bending profile is unique, and is unlike that in other etching techniques such as ion beam etching and chemical etching.

The actual etched pattern of Si was influenced by ions through the inclined wall of the mask edge (a typical tilt-angle of Cr mask edge was 70-80°). It was found that the effect is only to change the Si profile a little at the surface. At doses of more than $5 \times 10^{15} \text{ Ar/cm}^2$, the influence of ions through the mask was not observed because the amount of lateral damage-spread was sufficiently large in comparison with the ion range through the mask. Figure 3-9 shows an SEM photograph of the etched Si and the calculated profile at a dose of $5 \times 10^{15} \text{ Ar/cm}^2$. The calculated profile is in good agreement with the observed one. The profiles at low doses can be seen in Fig. 3-10 in which the surface bending profile like in Fig. 3-8 is hardly found.

IBECE is expected to become a useful technique for direct etching of substrates without mask by using such an ion beam system. By assuming a Gaussian distribution of the incident ion beam, the etched profile of Si are calculated using eq. (3-8) in Fig. 3-11 and Fig. 3-12 for maskless etching. The ion dose is varied in Fig. 3-11 and the dose distribution is varied in
Fig. 3-8. Calculated etched profile of Si at the pattern edge. The etched profile is obtained by calculating the deposited energy density in Si using the threshold energy density.
Fig. 3-9. Comparison of observed and calculated profiles of etched Si at a pattern edge. The Cr mask has been etched away.
Fig. 3-10. Cr mask and the replicated Si patterns by IBECE. Dependence of Si profile on the Cr mask wall-angle can be seen.
Fig. 3-12. It can be seen that the defocusing effect of the incident ion beam causes an increase in the curvature of the etched Si profile in Fig. 3-11, while an increase of the dose hardly change the Si profile but shifts it toward the interior of the substrate in Fig. 3-12. The etched profile is very easily predicted in IBECE.

Fig. 3-11. Calculated etched profile of Si by IBECE using incident ion-beam of Gaussian distribution. Ion dose is varied.
Fig. 3-12. The same calculation as that of Fig. 3-11. Distribution of the incident ion-beam is varied.

3-4-4. Optimum condition

In this section, the optimum dose is to determined for fabricating submicron patterns by investigating side etching and the etched profile.

In Fig. 3-8, as the ion dose increases, the side wall of etched Si becomes vertical and the amount of side etching
Fig. 3-13. SEM photographs of etched Si profile at a pattern edge together with the Cr mask.
increases. There exists an optimum ion-dose for obtaining a pattern with a small amount of side etching and vertical side wall. Figure 3-13 shows SEM photographs of the etched Si with Cr mask. The amount of side etching was measured from the photographs of Fig. 3-13 and others. Figure 3-14 is a comparison of the amount of calculated side etching with observed side etching. The etched depth normal to the surface is also shown in Fig. 3-14 for comparison. The experimental error of the amount of side etching presented in Fig. 3-14 originates from the resolution of the SEM, as seen in Fig. 3-13. Though the calculated amount of side etching is more than the observed one at relatively low doses, and less at relatively high doses, the

Fig. 3-14. Calculated and measured value of etched depth in both lateral and depth directions by varying ion-dose.
calculated and observed values agree on the whole. The reason for this small discrepancy is not clear.

As the ion dose decreases, the amount of side etching decreases but the curvature of the side wall increases. Figure 3-15 shows the calculated value "a" which represents the bending of the side wall depicted in the figure. The bend in the etched profile becomes extreme at a dose below 1x10^{15} \text{ Ar/cm}^2 in Fig. 3-15. So, at doses of 0.8-2x10^{15} \text{ Ar/cm}^2, good patterns could be made with sharp edges and with an amount of side etching less than 1/10 of a submicron pattern width.

It was confirmed that a Si pattern with a pattern width of less than 0.1 \text{ \mu m} can be fabricated at an ion energy of 60 \text{ keV} because the amount of side etching is less than 30 \text{ nm} at a dose below 2x10^{15} \text{ Ar/cm}^2. The resolution is limited by the lateral straggling of incident ions.

![Graph showing the degree of bending in etched Si profile under pattern mask.](image)

**Fig. 3-15.** Degree of bending in etched Si profile under pattern mask. Degree of bending is represented by "a" in the figure.
3-4-5. Fabrication of Submicron Pattern

Investigation of the amount of side etching under the mask pattern is very important for confirmation of the high resolution of IBECE. Cr was found to be a suitable mask material for a procedure such as that in Fig. 3-2 because Cr has a good adhesion to Si substrate and is not etched by diluted HF. A Cr thickness of 0.1 \( \mu m \) was sufficient to stop the 60 keV Ar ions because the sum of Ar ion range and range straggling of 60 keV Ar in Cr is calculated to be 38.5 nm. Deep etching is possible by repeating this process as shown in Fig. 3-2. Figure 3-16 shows a cross-section of Si line pattern with 1 \( \mu m \) width and 0.21 \( \mu m \)

![Cross-section of Si pattern](image)

**Fig. 3-16.** Cross section of Si pattern fabricated by the process shown in Fig. 3-2. Ion bombardment and etching are repeated twice, remaining the Cr mask. Each ion dose is \( 1 \times 10^{15} \) C/cm\(^2\).
thickness formed by the present procedure. The Cr masks are seen on the top of the Si lines. Ion-bombardment and etching were repeated twice for this sample. The pattern edge is almost vertically walled and the amount of side etching is measured to be 40 nm. As discussed in section 3-4-4, there is an optimum dose for obtaining an exact transfer of mask pattern width to a substrate with an amount of side etching of less than 0.1 μm. Above the optimum dose, side etching due to the lateral spread of damage increased greatly. Below the optimum dose, the edge of the Si pattern tapered outside the edge of the Cr mask pattern.

Figure 3-17 shows a cross-section of Si grating pattern after Cr removal with 0.6 μm period and 0.25 μm line width. This

Fig. 3-17. Cross section of Si pattern fabricated by the process shown in Fig. 3-2. The line width is 0.34 μm and the period is 0.6 μm. The ion dose is 1x10^{15} Ar/cm^2.
pattern was made by a single ion bombardment. It is verified that a fine pattern with submicron width can be formed in Si substrate by the IBECE technique as shown in Fig. 3-2, and an even finer pattern (~0.1 μm) is expected to be fabricated by this technique using a finer Cr mask pattern, judging from the amount of side etching observed. High resolution of IBECE is also confirmed by the photograph in Fig. 3-18. Figure 3-18 shows a comparison of top view of pattern edge between the etched Si and the Cr mask by shifting the mask forcibly using ultrasonic agitator. The edge roughness of Cr with less than 50 nm width was found to be accurately transferred.

Fig. 3-18. Top view of etched Si and the Cr mask shifted forcibly after the etching to see the accuracy for thr pattern transfer.
3-5. IBECE characteristics of SiO₂

IBECE effect is not so remarkable for amorphous material like fused quartz as for crystal like Si. As SiO₂ has been widely used for Si LSI or optical elements, high resolution pattern by IBECE OF SiO₂ would be very useful.

![Etched depth of SiO₂ as a function of etching time. The broken line shows the etched depth for unbombarded part of SiO₂.](image)

Fig. 3-19. Etched depth of SiO₂ as a function of etching time. The broken line shows the etched depth for unbombarded part of SiO₂.
Figure 3-19 shows characteristics of IBECE for fuzed quartz. The broken line in Fig. 3-19 indicate the etched depth of unbombarded part. The etched depth ratio \( d/d_0 \) rises to 8 at its maximum with an ion dose of \( 5 \times 10^{14} \text{ Ar/cm}^2 \). It is possible to form patterns in fuzed quartz by IBECE.

Figure 3-20 is a SEM photograph to show top view of grating pattern with 0.6 \( \mu \text{m} \) period in fuzed quartz. High resolution property of IBECE was demonstrated for amorphous substrate of fused quartz.

![Fig. 3-20. Top view of grating pattern in fused quartz fabricated by the process shown in Fig. 3-2. The ion dose is \( 5 \times 10^{14} \text{ Ar/cm}^2 \).](image)
3-6. Conclusions

In this chapter the basic characteristics of the IBECE of Si and SiO$_2$ are investigated, using 60 keV-Ar as the bombarding ion, with regard to its application to nanometer lithography.

The etched depth can be controlled from 83 to 128 nm by varying the ion dose with an accuracy of 10 nm, by which the threshold deposited energy defining etched profile was determined to be $4 \times 10^{23}$ eV/cm$^3$.

The etched profile of Si under a mask by IBECE has been investigated. Changes in the etched profile have been studied by varying ion dose at a fixed Ar-ion energy of 60 keV.

The etched profile was calculated by assuming an ideal mask with sufficient thickness and a vertical edge. The experimentally observed profile agreed very well with the calculated one at doses more than $5 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$. With doses smaller than $5 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$, the etched profile at the surface was found to influenced by ions penetrating through the mask edge. Because of this, the bending at the surface of the etched profile is not observed below a dose of $5 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$.

It is concluded that the optimum dose for obtaining submicron patterns with sharp edges and a small amount of side etching less than 30 nm is $0.8-2 \times 10^{15}$ cm$^{-2}$ for 60 keV Ar.

The etched profile of Si by maskless lithography with an ion beam of Gaussian distribution is also calculated. In focused-type scanning ion-beam lithography, IBECE will become one
of the most useful technique in the future, as well as being a technique for transferring mask patterns to the substrate.

High resolution of IBECE was demonstrated by fabricating grating patterns with 0.6 μm period in Si and SiO₂.

It should be pointed out that maskless ion-bombardment and the following dry development of the pattern using reactive plasma for IBECE becomes possible in the future.
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4. Application of Au Free-Standing Mask to
X-Ray Transmission-Grating

4-1. Introduction

As discussed previous chapter, Au free-standing mask are very useful for pattern transfer in IBER. In this chapter The Au mask have been shown to be able to apply to the transmission grating,\textsuperscript{1-6}) which is of great importance for soft x-ray spectroscopy. Because it expected to be the only dispersion element in a wavelength region of 2-5 nm and also expected to be affected hardly by surface contamination during high-intensity irradiation, which is a severe problem of reflection-type grating for synchrotron radiation spectroscopy.

It is discussed that Au grating can be reproduced by IBER technique accurately.

Calculation of the diffraction efficiency for the grating in soft x-ray wavelength have been performed in the section 4-2. Fabrication process of the grating is described in the section 4-3.

4-2. Calculation of Diffraction Efficiency

In soft x-ray region, we must consider the transmitted wave through the grating bar. Figure 4-1 shows schematic
absolute efficiency for m-th order

\[
\eta_m = \left(\frac{\sin(a/d)m\pi}{m\pi}\right)^2 \cdot [1 + \exp(-2qkz) + 2\cdot(\exp(-qkz))\cdot\cos(q\delta z - (a/d)m\pi)] \quad (m \neq 0)
\]

\[
\eta_{m=0} = (a/d)^2 + (1-(a/d))^2\cdot\exp(-qkz)
\]

\[
+ 2\cdot(a/d)\cdot(1-(a/d))\cdot\exp(-qkz)\cdot\cos(q\delta z)
\]

for a/d = 0.5

\[
\eta_{m=\text{odd}} = \left(\frac{1}{m\pi}\right)^2 \cdot [1 + \exp(-2qkz) - 2\cdot\exp(-qkz)\cdot\cos(q\delta z)]
\]

\[
\eta_{m=\text{even}} = 0
\]

Fig. 4-1. Schematic arrangement of Au transmission grating and equations to calculate diffraction efficiency considering the transmitted wave through the grating bar.
arrangement of transmission grating and the equations to calculate the diffraction efficiency, considering transmitted wave through the grating bar, where the notations are as follows.

q: wave number of the incident radiation
n: complex refractive index of Au
θ: diffraction angle
d: grating period
a: width of open space in the grating
z: thickness of the grating bar

The calculated results are shown in Figs. 4-2, 4-3 and 4-4. The ratio a/d is important for maximum efficiency as shown in Fig. 4-2. It can be seen that the required Au thickness of the grating bar is 0.2 μm, in Fig. 4-5.

![Graph](image-url)

Fig. 4-2. Calculated efficiency as a function of the ratio a/d.
Fig. 4-3. Calculated efficiency as a function of grating Au thickness for $a/d=0.5$.

Fig. 4-4. Calculated efficiency as a function of wavelength.
4-3. Fabrication of Au Transmission-Grating

Figure 4-5 shows fabrication process developed in the present work. The original pattern were fabricated by EBL because the ratio of $a/d$ is easily controllable and produce smooth edge of the pattern. The Au pattern were fabricated by electroplating or lift off. Rough grid was used to support the grating bar.

![Diagram showing fabrication process of Au transmission grating]

Au transmission grating

Fig. 4-5. Fabrication process of transmission grating with Si rim.
Figure 4-6 are photographs of a Au transmission grating with a thickness of 0.18 m for two magnifications. The period of the grating is 2 m, and 0.8 m period gratings were fabricated by the present process.

![SEM photograph of Au transmission grating](image)

**Fig. 4-6.** SEM photograph of Au transmission grating
The transmission grating can be reproduced accurately by IBER. Figure 4-7 is a photograph demonstrating replication of PMMA pattern by 50 keV proton beam, as was described in the chapter 2.

Fig. 4-7. Replicated PMMA pattern of Au transmission grating by IBER.
4-4. Conclusions

In this chapter Au free-standing mask was applied to transmission grating for x-ray spectroscopy.

Successful transmission gratings were fabricated by using EBL and lift off process.

The transmission grating was shown to be reproducible by using IBER technique.
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5. Conclusions

Ion-beam lithography for fabricating devices with nanometer structures has been studied.

IBER have been investigated using 50 keV proton beam and PMMA, FPM and AZ1350 resists.

Sensitivity for IBER was found to be higher than that for EBL by about two order of magnitude.

As for PMMA, the developed thickness after proton beam exposure were studied in detail. Simple process for calculating the developed thickness was developed and the results were in good agreement with experiments. And the projected ion range and the standard deviation of the range was determined to be 650 nm and 30 nm, respectively.

Au free-standing mask were fabricated to demonstrate the high resolution of IBER. Fine structure (50 nm width) at the edge of the mask pattern was replicated in PMMA.

80 nm wide FPM pattern was fabricated with a low dose of $3 \times 10^{-7}$ C/cm$^2$ by IBER, which show the high resolution of the IBER technique itself rather than that of resist. Together with successful fabrication of 300 nm wide pattern of AZ1350, it is verified that various resist can be used in nanometer region by using IBER.

IBECE of Si and SiO have been studied using 60 keV Ar beam.
for nanometer lithography.

The etched depth of Si was controlled with 10 nm accuracy by varying the ion dose from 83 to 128 nm, which was predicted by calculating the deposited energy in Si assuming the threshold energy of $4 \times 10^{23} \text{eV/cm}^2$.

The etched profile of Si is investigated to demonstrate high resolution of IBECE. It is concluded by calculation and experiment that the undercutting of the pattern can be less than 30 nm, so 0.1 μm pattern can be possible.

Optimum dose to fabricate fine line with sharp edge was found to be $0.8 - 2 \times 10^{15} \text{cm}^{-2}$ for 60 keV Ar.

The Au free-standing mask have been applied to x-ray transmission grating. Successful grating was fabricated using EBL and was shown to be reproducible by IBER.
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